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Description
Here is some feedback from Steffen Gebert:
http://preview.typo3.org/support/mailing-lists/
http://preview.typo3.org/support/mailing-lists/use-a-newsreader/
http://preview.typo3.org/support/mailing-lists/rules-guidelines/
http://preview.typo3.org/support/mailing-lists/subscribe-help/
IMHO it's a total information overload. There's SO much text about this topic.
http://preview.typo3.org/support/mailing-lists/rules-guidelines/
"FAQ's & HOWTO's" <- that's wrong. no apostrophe here!
please log onto typo3.org and create an FAQ or HOWTO from the thread
(just open the thread and click the "make FAQ or HOWTO" link),
what thing? I don't get the point. There should be a link called "make FAQ or HOWTO" somewhere? Where? Why? What?
"Correct list?"
The list namings are wrong/unclear. What's the User list? What's the sandbox list etc. would be good to directly link them either to the
list on lists.typo3.org or have a dedicated page listing the links to the list subscription and the address of the News group.
And in general.. why are there so many ".." in the text? That sounds IMHO like sb. is thinking, while he's writing.
http://preview.typo3.org/support/mailing-lists/use-a-newsreader/
Wrong/outdated numbers: Facts & Figures
It's ATM 40GB per month (!!!) We're sooo cool. We write soo many cool mails. Couldn't you just remove the exclamation mark?
Come one.. that's peanuts.
Subscribers: -english: >2100, -german: >1600, -dev: >550
I also suggest to shorten the paragraph about the figures. And yes, it's rising. We're cool.
Just tell that images are prohibited as they will fill inboxes and cause lot of traffic.
"Doing it the newsgroup way!":
Links to Thunderbird are outdated. Mozilla should be removed.
http://preview.typo3.org/support/mailing-lists/subscribe-help/
It's not sponsored by bitfarmers anymore
I didn't read everything and I know that it's a copy of the current site. I just wanted to raise the awareness that these texts are really
bad in my personal opinion.
I'm available for discussing / proof-reading new ones. Thanks!
History
#1 - 2012-01-04 19:16 - Sacha Storz
- Status changed from New to Accepted
- Assignee set to Sacha Storz
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#2 - 2012-03-04 19:00 - Joern Bock
- Target version set to Release 2.0
- Parent task set to #34499
#3 - 2012-12-06 14:41 - Tolleiv Nietsch
- Project changed from 1762 to Editorial Team
- Category deleted ([Team] Content)
- Target version deleted (Release 2.0)
I assume that the editorial team is the better place to resolve this.
#4 - 2013-08-30 17:55 - Roland Schenke
- Status changed from Accepted to Resolved
- Assignee changed from Sacha Storz to Roland Schenke
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
- Estimated time set to 3.00 h
- translation missing: en.field_remaining_hours set to 3.0
rephrased and proofread
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